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It’s clear that the globalization is “… the fact that different
cultures an economic systems around the world are becoming
connected and similar to each other because of influence of
large MULTINATIONAL companies and of improved
communication at INTERNATIONAL ….”1

In my view:

When I talk about the globalization as a project, I should be
talking about very fantastic operation, what’s impacted almost
the world, but a large part of human being was ignorant for this
side of their daily life.

1. According to the Algerian society, I see every day many girls were wearing the
“Hijab” and in a same time they were beautifying by the make-up.

2. I see also many young-boys were drawing their short beard and in same time
they were wearing the classic clothes with the western style.

This is the globalization in my opinion: it’s a mixture ideas, each idea has a power to
change the individuals in each space in this world, regardless of their cultures, their
languages or their religions.
This strategy is the secret of the American powerful, and the foolish human who believe
that he can live in a separation of this strategy, especially the Islamists, because: we have
in 21 century a new Islam also, what call it: the American’s Islam. This renews of Islam
in the American style makes a new Muslim by vision handicapped over the future.
The new Muslim is a person believe in Allah, but he wasn’t afraid the Creator of this
universe in his dealings.
At last:
I can say that: “many Muslims in this life, they were living their life’s as a wrong
Americans but by the name of Islam”.

“When the victory of Allah has come and
the conquest, and you see the people
entering into the religion of Allah in
multitudes, Then exalt [Him] with praise of
your Lord and ask forgiveness of Him.
Indeed, He is ever accepting of repentance”.

NOBLE QURAN - Surah An-Naşr

1 Oxford Advanced learning Dictionary, p659.
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